
Lexidy Title Loans presents its first Summer
Promotion

Lexidy Title Loans created a press release

explaining their first Summer Promotion

in San Diego for Summer 2013

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, July 12, 2013

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Lexidy Title

Loans has created this press release to

announce the launch of their first

Summer Promotion. During the dates

of July 10th - July 17th 2013 Lexidy car

title loans in San Diego is celebrating

the Summer season by offering all new

clients a Free $25 gas card. 

The process of getting an auto title

loan in San Diego can be complicated

and overwhelming. But Lexidy has worked hard to make the process of getting a title loan quick,

simple and easy to understand. Lexidy Title Loans is a local San Diego company. We specialize is

giving title loans to clients located in San Diego who have enough equity in their vehicle. All

vehicles must be registered in California and have a clean title. We have simple contracts and

easy to understand terms. Our “no hassle” approach makes us a favorite among those searching

for a title loan, also known as a pink slip loan. 

We know that our clients are busy this summer by adding to their normal workload activities like

kid’s camps and family vacations.That is why Lexidy created this Summer promotion to help

make their busy Summer just a little bit better! Summer is the perfect time to head to the beach,

take a hike or go on vacation. And everyone could use some extra gas money for their summer

adventures. In order to help give our clients an added benefit of working with us instead of our

competitors we are offering this car title loan summer promotion!

This summer promotion is offered to all new clients who sign a contract for a title loan with

Lexidy between the dates of July 10th - July 13th 2013. Be sure to mention Promo: Summer2013

when calling for a quote. 

For more information about obtaining an auto title loan with Lexidy title loans visit

www.LexidyTitleLoans.com call (858) 480-7620 or email Holly@Lexidy.com
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